The Khidmathunisa Association of our college organized a programme on Gender Equality Programme 05 March 2020 at 3pm at Sir Syed Ahmed Khan Convention Hall. The Girl students from the Department of Microbiology participated in the programme. Principal Dr. M. Mohamad Yunus gave the presidential address. Dr. A. Shafee Ahmed Khan Prof-in-Charge Shift I gave the Inaugural address to the audience. Prof M. A. Uzefa Rashida, Assistant Professor of English and Member Khidmathunnisa introduced our Chief Guest Dr. N. Fathima Thabassum, Assistant Professor, Department of Commerce addressed the gathering. The session was on creating Awareness about the Cyber Crime and women. The vote of thanks was delivered by Prof. P.J. Sadia Parveen, Assistant Professor of English and the Coordinator of Khidmathunisa Association